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ABSTRACT
 
STICAP (Stiff Circuit Aalysis Program) is a FORTRAN IV, Version 
2.3, computer program written for the CDC-6400-6600 computer series 
and SCOPE 3.0 operating system. It provides the circuit analyst a 
tool for automatically computing the transient responses and fre­
quency responses of large linear time invariant netwzorks, both stiff
 
and non-stiff. The circuit description and user's program input
 
language is engineer-oriented, making sumple the task of using the
 
program.
 
Three volumes of documentation are available for the STICAP
 
program; a theory manual, a user's manual, and a system's programmers
 
manual. Volume I describes the engineering theories underlying 
STICAP and gives further references to the literature. Volume II, 
the user's manualexplains user interaction with the program and
 
gives results of typical circuit design applications. Volume III
 
depicts the program structure from a system's programmers viewpoint
 
and contains flow charts and other software documentation. 
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CL_7'PTET I 
GEIEUAL PRCGRAI DZSCRIPTIOU 
1.0 INTRODUCTION
 
The program STICAP -Stiff Circuit "nalysis Program - was 
developed by personnel of the School of Engineering, Old Dominion 
University, Norfoll-, Virginia, 1970-1971, under contract NAS1-9434-25. 
This program package represents the merging into one diversified com­
puter aided network design program tne capabilities of the existing 
programs CORNAP,1 for linear circuit analysis; Gear's ALGORITH1I 407 -
DIFSU3,2 for numerical integration of stiff ordinary differential 
equations; and a somewhat specializeO matrix solution technique for 
obtaining time domain circuit response. 
The composite program thus consists of three separate component 
programs, or modes of oneration, each vlith sove advantages over the 
others, in different circumstances. The COPZUAP mode consists of the 
circuit analysis programs and capabilities of the original program 
CORHNAP. In the Gear and Tatrix nodes the circuit translation routines 
of the program CORNAP are employed to obtain the state variable dif­
ferential equations of the circuit, but different techniques for
 
solving these equations are used. The functions and limitations of 
the various modes are described in the sequel. 
The prograro STICAP is tritten in the FOPtTPA IV, version 2.3 
language. It is machine compatible with the CDC 6400-6600 computer
 
series and runs under the SCOPE 3.0 operating system. It is segmented
 
1Developea by Dr. Christopher Pottle, Cornell University, Ithaca, N.Y. 
2 Developed by Dr. C. I. Gear, University of Illinois, Urbana, Illinois 
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in overlays of 70K or less using the SCOPE OVERLAY capability. All 
I/0 is accomplished using standard I/0 files. The I/C files are 
equivalenced so that FilelS is used for input and File 6 for output. 
No other files are used bv this program. 
1.1 PROGRAII FUNCTIONS AN D CAPACITY 
This program has the capaility of obtaining, at tWe option of 
the user, certain combinations of the follotang quantitiest state 
variable equations, transfer functions, frequency and tnve responses,
 
of an n-port linear active time invariant network,
 
The starting point for the progran's ahalysis is a user oriented
 
circuit description stated in terms of circuit branch elements and
 
circuit nodes. The largest net",ork configuration of these elenents
 
accepted by the program may be determined as follows- Let E be the 
number of energy storage elenents; I the nunter of inputs; U the num­
ber of outputs; R tne number of resistors; and C the number of con­
trolled sources present in the netzork. The maximum number of ele­
ments of each type are governed by the constraints
 
E + I < 30, 
E + "7 < 30, 
R + C < 28. 
In the Gear and Aatrix modes the additional constraints 
I < 10, 0 < 10 
are imposed.
 
1.2 PROGRA4 SELECT OPTIONS 
The user may select one of tne following mutually exclusive
 
modes of operation: the CORN?? mode, the GEAR mode, or the matrix
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mode. The first of these, the CORNAP mode, embodies the network 
analysis capabilities of the original orograia COPAP, with choice 
suppression of certain print features, such as the printing of state
 
equations and transfer functions. This program mode translates a
 
circuit description from user language in terms of circuit nodes and
 
branch elements to a mathematical description in terms of the state 
variable differential equations and algebraic state-output equations
 
of the circuit. The option is provided for subsequent calculation
 
of transfer functions, zeroes of transmission, and frequency or time 
response of the circuit. 
The Gear mode may be used to perform tine response calculations
 
only. Here the circuit equations are generated by the CORNAP sub­
routines, and eitiher stiffly stable implicit linear multistep methods
 
or the non-stiff Adam's integration techniques may be selected for
 
numerical integration of the state equations. in this rode a maximum
 
of ten indenendent sources nay be simultaneously used to drive the 
netvork, and up to ten s-r'ultaneous outputs may be requested. The 
full power of tne FOPTRA1 language ray be employed to describe the 
mathematical equations governing the behavior of the independent 
sources, or the user may wish to write his own program for input of 
sampled data. 
Finally, the matrix mode may also be used for performing time 
response calculations, employing the circuit equations generated by 
CORNAP subroutines. The solution of these equations is obtained by 
means of a matrix technique which avoids a numerical integration
 
The techniaue is computationally rapid, but it is applicable only in
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the case of linear time invariant sy'Stems whose eagenvalueS are not 
closely-grouped, and thich are forced by sinusoidal, cosinusoidal, 
or step function inputs. Only a lirited numwber of such inputs are 
allowed. The circuit may De driven by a maximum of ten simultaneous 
independent sources, and a maxintum of ten outputs may be requested. 
1.2 NETWORK ACCEPTIBILITY 
This program package 7ill perform the complete analysis of any 
lumped, linear time inveriant netnork, whether stiff or non-stiff. 
The elements making up the net7ork niay be of the following types: 
1) ordinary two-terminal passive circuit elements - resistance,
 
inductance, and canacitance;
 
2) mutual inductance and capacitance;
 
3) the four two-terminal controlled sources (voltage/current
 
controlled voltage/current sources).
 
Two port active and nonrecaprocal elements such as negative impedance
 
convercerse ideal transformers and gyrators can be made up of the one
 
port elements described above. Inputs are defineC by attaching in­
dependent voltage and current sources to the network. Unity coupled 
transformers (or even n-port inductors with a semdefinite inductance 
matrix) can be handled by the procedure, as can all resistive network 
1.4 SOURCE DERIVATIVZS 
occur in the state variDhle equations
Source derivatives valll 

descrabing a circuit tihenever a voltage source is connected in a loop
 
containing only capacitors and other voltage sources, or a current
 
source is connected in a cut set containing only inductors and other
 
current sources. Although the state variable equations describing
 
passive circuits may contain only the first Oer3vative of circuit
 
inputs, the equations descrblng active circuits iray contain any
 
number of input derivatives. An active circuit whose state variable
 
equation contains a second derivative is shorn in Figure 1. The
 
state variable and output equations for this circuit are
 
c3 5Vc3 + .5 a2 v 
a-t dt 2 
d2V
 
= Vc3
V0 
at 2 
, The COMT17T mode will1 nor compute irime ,omain resnonses for 
circuits with inpur derivatives in the staze out' ut ec-tlatiOoa-a 
T-he GOAR anC W . oces vier only e . irst Oerivative of tLe 
circrit inputs in the state variable equations as long as no input
 
derivatives occur in the output equations. In this case the state
 
variable equations and the output ecuations would be of the forn 
X = AX + Bui + ; 
Y = Cx + Du 
A second choice of state variables
 
ri= X+B U
 
tiould then be nade transfornng the original state variable and out­
put equation into
 
o=A + (13 + AR U 
Y = CX + (D + CB)u 
12 
 C3 
_ _ _ _ + 
vi 
I I 
Civi J 
-
Fizure 
L 
1 
I! 
F1ohm a 
V2. cl 
VC 
Figure 2 
C. 
1 
L 
Rs 
vC 1 C + 3F 
Figure 3 
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where no input derivatives occur. For examle, consider the circuit
 
in Figure 2. The state variable eauations for this circuit are
 
[ F 1 L 
--I~ v ~-j0 
tihether an input derivative occurs in the output equations depends 
upon the choice of the outputs. If V.3 vtere chosen as the output, 
the output equation Iould be 
Vc2= (0-oji +v 
For t-he GEAR and the X2\TRIX rode, these equations would then be trans­
formed into the eauivalent form 
dt 0 1 0l
dqli := I+ [?~ 71

2 1 
=c E0 - 1] 4 
-A 
If, hotiever, ic1 were chosen as the circuit outout, the output equa­
tion would be 
icl ,40) 4Ii + 
ane no solution would be attempted bv any of the three solution modes. 
Care should be taken when describing the inputs to a circuit 
vith input derivatives. Due to the fact that inductor currents and 
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capacitor voltages cannot change instantaneously, inputs to these 
types of circuits must not be alloyed to have jump discontinuities. 
Joreover, the initial conditions of the circuit nust be chosen such 
that the circuit at time t = 0+ obeys xirchhoff's voltage and current 
laws. For example, if the circuit in Figure 2 were to be driven with 
the voltage source 
V3 = cos(t) 
the initial capacitor voltages must be cnosen such that 
Vcl(0) + Vc2(0) = Vi(0) =-- I 
In that the initial conditions of a circuit are chosen to be zero
 
for impulse and step calculations, neither the GEAR nor the ITPIX
 
mode will calculate the step or the impulse response of a circuit
 
whose solution equations contain input derivatives0
 
The source derivatives can be eliminated frow the solution equa-­
tions by including the internal resistance of the voltage sources 
and the parallel conductances of the current sources. Thus, if the 
internal resistance Rs of the voltage source in Figure 2 were in­
cluded in the czrcuat descrintion as shoNn in Figure 3, the state 
variable and output equations tould become 
Ttc 0 1 0 IL 0 
adt
 
Pt Rs Vcl + P V1
 
lVc2 o - ..l v 

atPs f2 's
 
[c20 0 11 'f 
L! 
--! JO-­
10 0 -IL V11l 
LL uiF[1 2 
CHTY.PTER II
 
CIRCUIT DESCRIPTION ANUD h'ODE SELECTIOU
 
2.0 OVERVIEW OF CARD INPUT DECK SETUP
 
In this chapter the manner in which the user describes his
 
circuit to the program STICAP will be discussed. As a means of
 
introduction an illustration of the overall 0eck setup of the cards
 
which must be prepared is indicated by Figure 1.
 
END CARD
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Figure 1 - Overview of Deck Setup 
The contents of the title card are printed out verbatim at the
 
head of each section of the output, and serve as a means of identi­
fication to the user. As such, the user has comlete freedom in
 
speciZying tae conte:itl of uhis c{Lrt. Tae elenents aescrartion card 
croup is use: co specaLy the intcrconncctions wecueen no(os and 
arancjes of tae carcuu. Jae outnucs cE-rC cgoup is used co snecify 
the circuit currantq anc voltagcs oesr d as out)uts -y tae user. 
Tne scaln 9, card siecxfzes the r.anner in,wnch tne circuit is to be 
caleC for computational purposes. The node select card decerlnnes 
%,.icnof te Cear, CORNAP or Matrix modes is to be selected for 
analysis. A Cifferent grou- of control cards is needed, denending 
upon wanch rnoce is selected. These carc"o specify t.,e output options 
selected and contain information neede, ny the nuiwerical integracaon 
and analysis routines. In che COR14AP odie only, a series of card 
groups consisting of a control card followed by srnpled input data 
cards may sonetimes apnear. An end card is alsays oresent, regard­
less of mode. 
2.1 	 ELDITNTS VESCRIPTIOU CARD GROUP 
The first card in tae grou; is a header card 
* 2LnEwfTS 
containing an dsteris] in coltumn one. The word 'ELEZ.NTS" may 
a:)r.ear anywhere on the card (data fields xhose lengtn and starting 
?osition on tnc card may be aroatrarily selected by the user are
 
said to be free form cata). 
All elenents description caras are free form. One card trust 
De preparaC for eachi circuit element. Card for'at for Lpassive 
ele-ents or indenondont tources ac 
LJAV, Nl 22 1VZI9t3, 
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
 
OF POOR QUALrfT
 
ana for independent sourcus is 
U!E N1 N2 VnLU2. 
±SAM, NI, 112, and VAL l must be separateC,3 y at least one blan 0 
The asterisk between VALU and 17AIC2 need noc be rrescnt. 
MuA as the user's nare for the circult elerent. Tlis namie 
may be a maxrmuin of four characters long. The first letter of tne 
element name is used to scecifv the element type as incicated: 
First Letter Elerent Tvye 
V Voltage source 
I Current source 
r1 Resistor
 
L Inductor
 
C Ca,3acitor
 
K Coefficlent of Coupling
 
M Mutual inductance or Canacitance
 
For non-mutual elements Ni and N2 are the node numbers (t,o 
digit integers) of the nodes between xlwach the element is connected. 
The circuit noaes snould be ordered compactly from zero (00), altnough 
the failure to do so is non-fatal. Node 00 should be the reference 
node, or ground. The maxinnum nunber of nodes is 64. N1 is given 
a positive reference IIth respect to N2, 
+ Va-
For nutual elemencs 11 anu U12 are the eler'ent nmzaes of the two element 
OPOR 12 -Q0 ~I3 
involved. 
For Oeendent sources NAE2 i0 te name of the controlling ele­
ment, wzan a V or an I prefIxed as the f-1rqc letter of the nane, 
to indicate respectively tie occurrences of a voltage controlled 
or current controlled element. 
A feature not norrallv emnloye6 by the average user is the 
follozing- By placiig cne word TRZE' after the description of the 
element, as in 
NA, N1 d2 VALUE TREE, 
a capacitor may be forced into the prope tree. An inductor may
 
sinilarly De forceC into the cotree Dy placing the word "COTREE"
 
there, i.e.,
 
HAIIl 141 1H2 VALUE COTREE. 
VALUE is tne value of tne element or strength of the source. 
Negative values are permissible. Zero values are also allowed for 
inductors and capacitors and may be used to define fictitious brancneE 
for oucpuc or control purposes. 147entry need be given for indepen­
dent sources. VALUE may be any inceger, decimal, or floating point 
number with a maxiruin of 15 digits in the mantissa, and where mag­
- .
nitude is in the range 10 290 to 10+290 
2.2 OUTPUTS DESCRIPTION CARDS CGOP
 
The element currents and voltages selected by the user as circuit 
outputs are in~icated ny tnis card aroup. Tie neader card, free 
form exce.ac for te asterisk in column one, has the format. 
* OUTPUTS
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The output cards, ordered in any fashion, are of one of the forms 
VNAI2E
 
or INAflE, 
depending upon whether the voltage across or current through the
 
element with this element name is desired. Here VIX is the name 
of a circuit element given in the elements description card group.
 
One card must be prepared for each clesired output.
 
2.3 SCALING CARDS GROUP
 
The scaling cards, in free format, are preceded by a header 
card 'iith an asterisk in column one 
* SCALING 
followed by one or bothi of the cards 
FREQUENCY = VALUEi 
and IMPEDanCE = VALUE2. 
VALUE1 and VALUE2 represent respectively the frequency (rad/sec) 
and impedance level (ohms) about which the network is designed to 
operate. Those numbers, ideally, are used as scale factors to scale 
the network to operate around 1 rad/sec and a 1 ohn impedance level.
 
A scaling factor several magnitudes away from its proper value can be
 
computationally critical; hence some attention should be paid to
 
determining scale factors which cause scaled element values to brac­
ket the value unity! The scaling values nay be integer, decial, or 
floating point, as specified in section (2.1).
 
The scaling cards group ray be omitted, but if so the user
 
should be careful to use a consistent set of units for the circuit.
 
Most standard texts on network theory include a section on circuit 
*See Appendix I for further discussion of scaling.
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scaling, and the concept shoull be understood by the user before
 
attempting to design Tith STICAP. 
If the scaling option is chosen, the Gear and ±Iatrax mode output 
ret ains scaled by the same factors. In the COR'AP rode the choice 
of unscaling the output is present. 
2.4 M1ODE SELECT CARD 
Regardless of which mode is to be selected, the user's deck set­
up is the same as is indicated by Figure 1, up to an including the 
scaling cards. Thereafter it changes with the in45vidual mode. In 
this section the mode select cards end the control cards for each
 
mode will be described.
 
The mode select cards are of the general fort'
 
*r1ODEf NAME, OPTION, OPTION, OPTION. 
The asterisk necessarily appears in column 1, folloired by the mode 
name of the mode selected, and the options chosen. All data fields 
other than the asterisk may be free form, but musr be delimited by 
commas. The omission of any option indicator results in the omissio
 
of that particular option. The options need not occur in any speci­
fic order on the mode select card.
 
The mode select cards for each mode, with all possible options
 
present, are given below7.
 
1ODE NAflS i OPTION INDICATORS 
CORHAP tYODE STATE EQUATIONS, TRANSFER FUNCTIONS
 
GEAR IfODE STATD EQUATIONS, TRANSPER FUIICTIONS
 
HATRIIU IODE STATE EQUATIONS, TPiSFER FUNCTIOU1S,
 
SOLUTION EQUATIONS 
j 
-- 15 
In all three nodes the matrices of the state-anput and state outnut
 
equatiobs 
X + B+ Clu +B 2u' + o 
_v = Cx+ DU + E1 U + D2v + . 
ray be printed, using the option indicator "STATE EQUATIONS." How­
ever, if a higher order derivative than the first occurs in the
 
state-input equations, or if any derivative at all occurs ian the
 
outout ecuations, numerical integration of these ec'uations cannot
 
be performed, since no alloance is nade for user input of source
 
derivatives.
 
If the transfer functions indicator appears on the rode select 
card, the poles, zeroes, and gain constants of the transfer functions 
of each input-output pair are printed. In the ratrix mode the net­
work eauations are presumedly solvable in closed form, and the exact 
solution equations may be printed by means of the third option indi­
cator. This feature prints the solution equations governing the time 
domain behavior of the state variables. The combined output of these 
eauations together with the matrices of the state output equations 
allows the user a complete closed form description of the solution.
 
flxample 1 
The following cards effect the sane result, the choice of the 
Gear node with its full options 
* GEAR NlODE, TRANSFER FUNCTIONS ,STATE EQUATIONS 
*C:PAR, STATE, TPMS PER
 
*G, STA, TPLA N
 
*G , TRA , STA
 
The program reads only the first letter of the mode name and the 
first a letters of each option indicator. Errors in the mode name 
are fatal; those in options selection are merely indicated by error 
messages, with the indeterminate option omitted. 
Example 2 - Fatal error in mode name. 
*HEAR 
Example 3 - Error diagnostics; ILATRIY option chosen, contrary to 
desires of the user; print request ignored0 
EAR TRANSFER (Comma omitted) 
*1JORNAP ,T RANSFER (Incorrect option indicator) 
ORIGoVA PAG
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CONTROL CA\-,DS GE-_R tODZ­
3.0 GFUERAL !!OD DESCRIPTION 
The primary nurpose of the Cear program mode is the obtaining 
of tire domain circuit response for stiff circuits, using stiffly 
stable implicit_ linear multistep ethoCs for perforring the nur'orical 
integration. The response of non-stiff circuits may be obtatned 
ecually as -ell, since the option of choosinc the Adder's linear mul 
tistep methods, suitable for non-scriff integration, is available. 
Since little extra effort is required to Co so, the opnlonal capabil­
ity of obtaining the poles, zeroes, and gain constants for tne trans­
fer functions of each input output oair in the network Is IncludeC', 
The tire domain response of a circuit 'ari up to ten simultaneous 
inputs or outputs mav be obtained. The inputs nay be descrfled. using 
the full power of the FORTRY7\ language, or the user may xTish to write 
his oxn routine for 3nputting sanpleO data, as ind0icate' in the 
description of the user routine U YDFC4. : Thus the Gear mode is the 
rost powerful general nurpose analysis component. Ith one possible 
drawbac'c, a-, opposes' to the CORMAP mode, is that the input waveforns 
cannot be changed without renrocessing the entire circuit, ane it
 
cannot be used for frequency resnonse calculations0
 
The control cards for this mode -,ill now be described (see 
Figure II).
 
*Subroutane USLEFCN is a user supplied routine which specifies the
 
independent sources of the circuit, discussed at a later noint.
 
[EnOc'r
 
Pun Controls
 
Cards Group
 
ConditionsInitial
rCans 	 Group 
Source Order
 
Cards Group
 
Figure II - Control Cards; Gear iode
 
These control cards may be classed in the categories: source order
 
cards, initial conditions cardls, and run control cards. It is not
 
essential that the ordering of the tnree card groups 17ithin the deck
 
setup be as indicated by Figure I; however, this ordering should
 
process fastest. Cards cortinosang each individual group will now be
 
described.
 
3.1 	SOURCJ.ORDER CARDS GROUP
 
(a) 	Header card - The first card in this group contains an 
asterisk in column 1, follovJed bv the words 'SOURCE ORDER-
I-MG," in free form. 
(b) 	Source name cards - These cards must be ordered in the 
sequence that the values of the independent source functions 
U (1), U(2),...,U(N) are connuted by the user-supplied 
routine USEFCN. The name of the corresponding independent 
source appears anywhere on the card. This name must be 
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the sane as the nare given this source on the circuit 
description cards.
 
Ex
 
SOURCE oflDEflI1l1 
EDl2 
D3
 
The nur'her of source names must be the sare as the nuraber 
of independent sources defined when oescribing the circuit,
 
else the program is terminated. If the number of names 
does not agree with the number of functions defined in 
USEFCN as sources, the program is also terminated. If an 
impulse response is to be computed, only one independent 
source is involved; hence, only one source should be speci
 
fied 	izhen describing the circuit. 
The source nanes and the order these source values 
are computed is necessary in order to set up the proper
 
correspondence between components of the source vector as
 
couputed by the user, and the order in which these sources 
appear ordered by the circuit translation program.
 
If only one source is clefined in the circuit descrip­
tion, this card group need not be present.
 
3.2 	 INITIAL CONDITIONS CAMD GROUP 
(a) Header card - The first card in this group contains an 
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asterisk in colum 1, follo,,,e8 bv the "or's Initial Con-
Oitions,' in free form; aoe. no snecaifc starting column
 
for either ori. 
(B) Value cards - These cards may be ordere' in any fashion and' 
are also free form. 2ach card contains the name of a cor 
nonent o4 t"n state vector of the circuit, as yoil as its 
value, an the form 
'AITE = Value. 
Here T1AI] is the same as the nape specifie' on the cir 
ct'it descriotton carCs, and 'Value has one of I tie forriats 
a) integer 
'2) clecamal 
c) e.nonential - exoonent field' of length 3. 
The components of the state vector are the canacator vol 
tages and inductor currents of the circuit. 
rxarnles -
C1 = .003
 
ORIG1N PAGIIISpGOO)FI4 Q IS L2 = 2.E + 003 
C2 = 3E 
- "03 
C5 = 6 
If this card groun is not present, it is assumed that the 
initial state as zero. fmy state variable not assigned an
 
initial value is assu'ed to have &n initial value of zero.
 
3.3 RO CONTROLS CARD rROUP 
This care groun supplies &ataneeced by Gears prograr', and 
allo-s selection o! certain options. Iniavidual cards in the 
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group are as follows: 
(a) Header card - The first card in the group, uhich contains 
an asterisk in column 1, follle by the words "lRUN CON-
TROLS," in free forn. 
(b) 	Integration control cards - These cards may be ordered in 
any fashion and are in free form. One card is required for 
each of the following items, if the item is selected as an
 
option by the user­
1. 	 Initial time - This is the lower limit of integracion 
and the time at ,7hich the initial conditions are 
measured. This card need not be given if the initial 
time is zero. It ,iill be of th-e form: 
IN1ITIAL TIIE = A 
wihere A as a floating point number. 
2. 	Impulse or step response - The impulse or step response
 
of the circuit is found if one of the following two
 
cards 	is present:
 
STEP RlESPONSE
 
IMPULSE RESPOINSE 
Only one of these cards nay be given. Note that
 
USEFGI is not to be supplied by the user if the in­
pulse or step response is to be calculated.
 
3. 	Print starting time - This card gives the value of tine
 
at w ich output printing is to begin. The card 'nill
 
be of the form: 
PRIlT START = A 
? 2 ­
where A is a floating point nwber. If this card is 
not given, orintings 3.11 begin at the initial tine. 
4 Upper integration linit - The urper lnmit for t!he 
integration nay be given by specifying the stop tire 
1
or 3v specifying the number of time points printed. 
This card ill be one of the t-'o forms-
STOP TIM, = A 
POITS PRINTED = i7 
where A is a floating point number and N is an integer 
nunber. If a ston time is given, interpolation is 
used to determine the values of the outputs at the 
stop tine. If neither carcl is given, 100 time points 
wall be printed. 
5. 	Error controls - The value of EPS controls the accuracy
 
of Gear's integration routines0 The Euclidean norm of
 
a vector whose Ith component as the siagle step error 
of the Ith state variable divided by the naximun, value 
of the Ith state variable, rust be less than this 
value0 This card tijll be of the form 
BPS = A 
%There A is a floating point number. If this card is 
not given, "PS is assumed to be 10' 4 
6. 	 Integration rethod - An integration ethiod suitable 
for stiff systems is normally used0 A predictor-cor­
rector dan's integration method, however, may be 
chosen by incluein; the folloring card, 
ADhAYS ItTEGrATTOiq 
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7. 	Print density - The nunber of integration steps between 
printings is given by this card and is of the form 
OUTPUT DENSITY = T 
where IT is an integer. If not given, printings will 
take 	place after every third integration step.
 
8. 	Step size controls - The size of tne integration step
 
is controlled by the integration routine; however, the
 
naximum step size, mniniaum step size, and initial step 
size may be specified by the user. These cards will 
be as follows-
HIx = A 
Et.II!U = A 
HIIlT = A 
wThere A is a floating point number. If HIIAX is not
 
given, it is set to one tenth of the stop time minus
 
the initial tine, if the stop tine was specifsed, and
 
is unbounded otheri-ise. If lMIN is not given, it is 
set 	to zero. If HIHIT is not given, it is set to 10-4.
 
3.4 	END CARD 
The last card in the Gear input is an END card. The format is: 
* END 
tiith 	the asterisk in column 1.
 
3.5 	 USER SUPPLIED INPUT ROUTINE 
The routine USEFC.N is a subroutine which must be sunplied by the 
user. The function of this routine is the following t Given a 
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specific time at which their values are needed by the integration
 
routine, compute values U(I), I = 1,2 ,....o,1<10 of the various in­
dependent sources and store the in an output source vector U.
 
This feature of STICAP supplies to the user t'o alternative
 
capabilities: First, the independent sources may be defined in
 
equation form, using the full pozer of the FORTRA language. Second, 
values of the independent sources nay be obtained by interpo3ation
 
of data samples. This data coulO be supplied in tabular form, or be 
read in block by block at execution time.
 
Te program STICAP has incorporated within it a skeleton USEFCN. 
This routine may be completed by addition of user supplied FORTRA1 
equation statements defining the independent source equations; or it 
may be replaced by a user supplied routine which at specified times 
computes by some means, such as indicated, the vector U of source 
values. Assuming STICAP resides on a data cell, thns routine could 
be caused to replace the resident USEFCN routine prior to execution,
 
by means of a CUTOUT card, or whatever U1DATE facilities are available.
 
It is essential that the source values in the USEFCU output 
vector be ordered in the same sequence in which the names of the 
independent sources occur on the user's SOURCE ORDERING cards. "Te
 
emphasize that errors an this ordering cannot be detected by STICAP,
 
and result in a grossly misleading circuit analysis. 
Sources defined by FORTRA' eauations 
If there are N independent sources, the user supplies M state­
ments of the form 
U(1) = Fl(T) 
U(2) = F2(T) 
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Here T is a dummy argument whose value, when sunplaeO by STICAP, 
specifies the time at which a vector of source values is required. 
The FI(T), I = 1,2,... ,N, are FORTPAIT eauation statements defining 
the sources as a function of the dummy time variable T. The ordering 
of the values of U(2) is iaentical to the oreor in -iwch the nanes 
of the sources occur on the source order cards.
 
The skeleton USEFCN contains the sratements belowi
 
SUBROUTINE USEFCN (T,U) 
DTI.NSIO U(10) 
COIMON/RUN/SKI D (13), INPUT 
IF (INPUToEQ-1) GO TO 10
 
U(1) = 1.0 
GO TO 20 
10 	 u(1) = 0.0 
20 	 CONTINUE
 
RD TUR
 
END
 
The FORTRAN equation defining statements produced by the user 
are 	to replace all statements starting with the COI-hiON statement and 
ending with statenent number 20. These statements may be replaced 
using whatever UPDATE facilities are convenient.
 
Source Values Obtainee by Interpolation
 
The circuit designer may wish to supply an interpolation routine
 
which obtains the independent source values frow tabular data de­
fined within itself, or from data samoles read in at execution tile.
 
If so, the onus is on the user to determine the necessary data den­
sity and precision of the interpolation scheme reoutred in order to
 
provide accurate intermediate values. Here it should be kept in
 
ind that data values needed by Gear's integration scheme are not 
uniformly spaced, nor do they necessarily occur in a time sequence
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which is ordered in terms of increasing time. Hence data points as 
much as one plot point (print increment) behind the current time 
point may next be recuired. 
If this USEFCN option is chosen, the user's program size nust 
be compatible with overlay sizes of the main program. The user 
written routine may be inserted in the program replacing the above 
listed USEFCN using whatever UPDATE facilities are convenient to the 
user. Any data cards read by this routine should follow the END 
card in the deck setup indicated by Figure 1, Chapter II. If the 
data is read from tape, the tape cannot be defined as logical unit 
115 or #6. The program card in the rain overlay should be modified 
to include this tape number. 
CEIPTP IV
 
COUTROL CARDS, NATfIN MODE
 
4.0 GENERAL MODE DESCRIPTION
 
The Matrix program made provides a rapid means for ontainang time 
domain circuit responso, for circuits with inputs restricted to the 
class of linear combinations of sinusoidal, cosinusoiclal, step and 
impulse functions. Stiffness of tae circuit does not affect the 
analysis, but ratner the grouping of eigenvalues of the system matrix. 
Such eigenvalues shoulc' not be too closely grouped together, or 
computational error may become a problem. The optional capability 
of obtaining tae poles, zeroes and gain constants for the transfer 
functions of each input-output pair in -ne network is included. 
Input waveforms may not be changed without reprocessing the entire 
circuit, and no frequency rcsponse calculations may be performed. 
The control card deck setup for this mode is similar to that 
of the Gear mode (see Figure III). It is not necessary that the 
ordering of the card groups conform to tne one given, however, this 
ordering should process most rapidly.
 
EiJD
Source
r1Go 4LP DefinitionsOVoj Card Group
 
un Controls
 
~Card Group
 
Initial
 
Conditions
 
Card Group
 
Figure III - Control Cards; Ilatrix Mode 
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Tue composition of each card group will now be given.
 
4.1 	 INITIAL CONDITIONS CARD GROUP 
The cards needed in this group are the same as those of the
 
Gear mode initial condition's description (see section 111.3.2).
 
This card group is not required if all initial conditions are zero,
 
as in impulse response calculations.
 
4.2 	RUN COITTROLS CARD GROUP
 
Individual cards in this group are as follows:
 
(a) 	 Header Card - The first card ip the group, which contains 
an asterisk in column one, followed by the words "RUN 
CONTROLS", in free form. 
(b) Run Controls Cards - These cards may be ordered in any
 
fashion, and may be punched in free form. One card must be 
present for each of the following options desired by the
 
user:
 
1. Initial time - the lower limit of integration, and time
 
at which initial conditions must be measured. Card
 
format is
 
INITIAL TIZlE = A 
where A is a floating point number. The initial time is
 
assumed zero if this card is omitted. 
2. 	Response type - the impulse or step response (with a
 
step of amplitude 1) is calculated if one of the fol­
lowing format statements is present:
 
STEP 	RESPONSE
 
IMPULSE RESPONSE
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If neither card is present, a source definition card group
 
specifying the network inputs is mandatory.
 
3. 	Print starting time - Contains the tame value at which out­
put printing as to begin. Card format is
 
PRINT START = A
 
where A is a floating point number. If this card is omitted,
 
printing begins at the initial tame.
 
4. 	Upper limit of integration - May be specified by a stop
 
time or number of points to be printed. Card format is one
 
of the following:
 
STOP TIME = A
 
POINTS PRINTED = N
 
where A is floating point format and N is integer. If
 
neither card as present, 100 time values of the outputs will
 
be printed.
 
5. 	 Print density - The plot increment between print points as 
specified in the format 
PLOT INCREENENT = A
 
where A is floating point format.
 
4.3 	SOURCE DEFINITIONS CARD GROUP
 
-Thlscarl group consists of a header card followed by a source
 
definition card for each driving source. The beader card contains an
 
asterisk in column one, followed by the words "SOURCE DEFINITIONS CARD
 
GROUP", in free form. A maximum of ten independent driving sources as
 
permitted. Each source must be specified by a card (or cards) punched
 
free form in the following format
 
NAME = FI(T) + F2(T) + .... + FM(T). 
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Here 	NAME is the name of an independent source specified when des­
cribing-the circuit. The right member of the equation statement is 
a sum of functions FI(T), I<20, where each FI(T) may have one of the 
forms
 
A
 
A*I14P
 
A*SIN (BfT)
 
A*SIN (B*T+C)
 
A*COS (B*T)
 
A*COS (B*T+C)
 
where A, B, C are free format floating point numbers. 
The first form indicates a step function of amplitude specified 
by A, with jump at the initial time to; the second on impulse func­
tion 	AS (t-t o ) , the delta function of amplitude A. All other forms 
indicate sines and cosines of amplitude A, frequency f, 2wf=B, and 
phase C. The asterisks indicating multiplication need not appear. 
A source description may be continued on additional cards by placing 
a dollar sign $ in column 1 of each continuation card, as long as 
each 	F7(T) is completely described on one card. No more than 20 .FI (T) 
may compose one source; a sinusoid or cosinusoid with non-zero phase
 
is considered as two functions, for purposes of counting.
 
4.4 	END CARD
 
The end of the source definitions card group, and matrix input,
 
is signalled by a card with an asterisk in column 1, of the form 
* END. 
CHAPTER V
 
CONTROL CARDS; CORNAP MODE 
5.0 	GENERAL MODE DESCRIPTION
 
The CORNAP mode embodies the capabilities of the original pro­
gram 	CORNAP. This program mode may be used to obtain transfer func­
tions, zeroes of transmission, and frequency or time response of
 
the network. Assuming a network characterized by multiple indepen­
dent driving sources and/or multiple output ports, the user may obtain,
 
for each input-output pair, the preceding quantities. Furthermore,
 
it is not necessary to reprocess the circuit description in order
 
to obtain the outputs at a fixed port which occur when a different
 
input port is used to drive the circuit. The same is true if it
 
is desired to alter the wave form at a fixed port. Unfortunately,
 
no capability is provided for computing a superposition of the out­
puts at a single port, assuming it were desired to drive a network
 
with several simultaneous inputs. However, both the Gear and Matrix
 
modes have this capability. For time domain analysis, step response,
 
impulse response, or transient response with a sampled data driving
 
input may be obtained. In all cases it is assumed that the initial
 
state is zero. However, in both of the other modes, the initial
 
state vector may be selected arbitrarily, in these instances for which
 
such choice might be desirable.
 
5.1 	CONTROL CARDS; DATA CARDS
 
The cards following the mode select card (see Fig. 1; Chapter
 
II) needed to complete the user's deck setup for the CORNAP mode will
 
be described in this section. These cards are not free format; infor­
mation appears in a specific data field in a specific form. These
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cards control the calculation and pranting of time and frequency 
response data. In reading the card format description given below, 
it would be advantageous to keep in nind the following items: In 
the circuit description for the CORNAP mode, the network may be 
described as having multiple input ports and multiple output ports;
 
the circuit translation routines then yield the proper set of state
 
and state output equations for such a network. However, in the actual
 
computation of circuit response, the responses are available in terms
 
of input-output pairs; i.e., the response to a single input-single
 
output linear time invariant system is computed. The CORNAP mode
 
does not compute a summed response at a single output port for a cir­
cuit excited by several simultaneous inputs. Responses may be
 
obtained for all possible input-output pairs, without reprocessing
 
the circuit.
 
The control cards are prepared in the format below. However,
 
if only state equations and transfer functions are desired, the cards
 
now to be described may be omitted.
 
Any number of these cards may be present, in any order. If 
sampled data input is desired, one of these cards must be present 
for each individual desired input, with the data samples immediately 
following, as described below.
 
Col. 1
 
This column contains a character which defines the type of 
response desired:
 
F - frequency response 
T - time response.
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Cols. 3-6 
These columns contain eitner the namg of an innut-defining 
andenendent source or are blan. Responses wath this element 
as input are calculated if a nane appe-rs here; responses with 
each and every . ie cndent source as input are generated if 
the field is lcfc 'zlank. The t1eld rust not be left ')Iank,
 
for sa-nled data time resnonse. SiaLlar coluns for output are
 
cols. 33-36.
 
Cols. 8-9
 
Frequency ..esponse 
These columns contain a two-digit integer giving the number of 
decades of the frequency variable to be covered by a frequency 
response calculation if a logarithiac scale for frequency as 
chosen. Blanks in these columns indicate a linear scale is 
desired. 
Cols. 10-12 
A three-digit integer in these columns give the nunber of fre­
quency or time noants to be printed. For a logarathric fre­
quency scale, this number gives tie numbler of points per decade. 
Cols. 14-31
 
The increment in frequency or time netween printed responses
 
appears in these columns as a string of digits containing a
 
decinal 2ont, 2xrponential notation (1.5E -04 = 0.00015) may
 
be used provaCed the exponent aart is right-justified in the 
field (cols. 2S-31). 
Cois. 33-36 
These columns contain either tie nar4 of an element defined in 
'
 *left ustafae(
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the outputs description (without the appended V or I) as deter­
mining an output port or are blank. Responses i7ith this element 
as output are calculated if a name appears here; responses at 
each and every defined output are generated if the field is 
left blank. 
Col. 38 
Any nonblank character an this column will cause response calcu­
lations to remain scaled by the factors given previously. These 
scale factors ti ll be used to "unnormalize" the calculations if 
this column is left blank. 
Col. 41 
Frequenc-y response 
A nonblank character in this column will cause the frequency 
scale to be in radzans/sec. A blank in this column indicates 
the frequency scale is to be in Hz. 
Time response 
A blank an this column indicates the impulse and step response 
of the network are to be calculated; a nonblank character causes 
an external sampled input signal to be used as input. At present 
the samples of these signals are entered 6 to a card, each 
occupying 12 columns (cols. 1-12, 13-24,...,61-72), in the same 
way as the time increment between printouts was entered. As many 
input signals must be entered as inputs were defined in cols. 3-6 
The first sample of an input signal must begin a new card. These 
cards follow immediately the tme response control card now under 
discussion.
 
Cols. 44-61
 
Frequency response
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The first (lowest) frequency at wiicn a response is desired 
should be entered in these colunns in the same xay as the 
frequency increment between printouts was entered. 
Time response 
An integration step size may be entered in these columns, wnose 
value governs the numerical integration producing the time 
response. If omitted, a step size guaranteeing roughly sax­
figure accuracy of the resulting response will be used. If 
present, either this or the next smallest step size uhich 
evenly divides the print interval will be used. If the response 
to external sampled input is requested, the sampling interval 
of the external signal must appear in these columns, and the 
print interval must be a multiple (>2) of it. 
5.2 END CARD
 
The last card in the input contains an asterisk in column one
 
and has the free form format otherwise as indacated,
 
* END. 
OF P®co Q1WJYi CHAPTER VI
 
EMAIPLES OF USE
 
6.0 A-PULSE FOUING NETWORK 
A circuit consisting of two twin-tee networks connected by a 
negative impedance converter is ind3cated by Figure 4. STICAP input 
cards which might be used to analyze this circuit are indicated 
below. The node numbering in the elements cards group agrees -ith 
that given in the figure. A zero-valued capacitor CZ is used to 
establish a branch at the output across which the output voltage is 
available. First employed by Pottle in the original CORNAP program,
 
this circuit is a realization by Antrezch and Gleissner3 of an
 
optimum pulse forming filter proposed by Jess and Schussler 4 The
 
filter should have at most a one percent step response overshoot
 
and a one percent stop band frequency response.
 
61.1 GEAR MODE ANALYSIS; USEFCN OPTION 
The user's control cards needed to achieve an analysis of the
 
previous circuit using the Gear integration routines are listed
 
below in the order they would appear in the user's deck. In order
 
to drive the network with the voltage source V1 as a sinusoidal 
input the follwing CUTOUT cards vere used to alter USEFCU: 
CUTOUT 7700000 9700000
 
U(1) = SIN(5.0*T)
 
3K. Antreich and E. Gleissner, "Uber die Realisierung von Impulsfil­
tern durch aktive RC-etzwerke,' Arch. Elek. Ubertr., Vol. 19, 1965; 
pp. 309-316. 
4j. Jess and H. T. Schussler, "On the Design of Pulse-Forming Net­
works," IEEE Trans., Vol. CT-12 (Septerber 1965), pp. 393-399.
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Fig. 4 Active RC Network of Antreach and Gleissner 
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Before exercising this option the above sequence numbers should be 
verified by obtaining a listing of the program. (The CUTOUT option
 
may be a feature peculiar only to the Langley computer; if so, other 
methods of altering USEFCN needs be employed.)
 
The first card appearing belo' is the user's title card: 
ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FORMING NETWORK 
*ELMENTS 
Rl 5 1 1.0
 
R2 1 2 3.118
 
13 4 0 3.121
 
R4 2 3 2.86
 
RS 3 6 0.9005
 
R6 6 7 3.127
 
R7 7 8 3.257
 
R8 10 0 0.6412
 
R9 8 9 11.21
 
Cl 1 0 2.211
 
C2 2 0 0.749
 
C3 3 0 9.809E-2
 
C4 4 1 0.1713
 
C5 4 3 0.1867
 
C6 6 0 0.459
 
C7 8 0 0.196
 
C8 10 7 0.5972
 
C9 10 9 0.1735
 
CZ 9 0 0.0
 
Vl 5 0
 
XTD1 3 0 -2.0 IR5
 
*OUTPUTS 
VCZ 
*GEAR
 
*SOURCE ORDERING
 
vi
 
*RUWq CONTROLS
 
STOP TXIME = 20.0
 
OUTPUT DENSITY = 10
 
*END
 
Since the circuit is not stiff, this analysis could also be more
 
in the Gear mode by use of Adam's integrationefficiently achieved 
techniques. In this case the following card must be included in the
 
RUN CONTROLS card group:
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ADAMS INTEGRATION 
Other cards controlling the integration step size and output data
 
might also be prepared. 
6.2 	 14ATRIX NODE A\NALYSIS; SOLUTION EQUATIONS PRINTED 
The analysis of the sinusoidal driven pulse forming circuit by
 
matrix mode routines may be achieved by using the same title card 
and elements cards as in section 4.1, with the remainder of the
 
user's input control cards replaced by the following:
 
*OUTPUTS 
VCZ
 
*MATRIX, SO 
*RUN 	CONTROLS
 
STOP TIIE = 20 
PLOT INCREtENT = 0.5 
*SOURCE DErIN1TIONS
 
V1 = 	 SIN (5.O*T) 
*END 
In this instance the closed form solution for VCZ as a function of 
time is also obtained. 
6.3 	 CORNAP IIODE fl4ALYSIS; SAMPLED DATA INPUT 
A CORNAP mode analysis of the pulse forming network with a 
sinusoidal driver reQuires the same elements cards as in section 4.1;
 
the remainder of these cards would be replaced by the folloving:
 
*OUTPUTS
 
VCZ
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*COMIAP, STATE EQNS, TRANSFER FCIlS 
Control Card (See below for contents) 
DATA CARDS 
*END 
The contents of the nonblank columns of the control card might be-
Columns Contents
 
1 T 
3-4 Vi 
10-12 100 
28-31 0010 
33-35 VCZ
 
41 X
 
58-61 0.01 
The data cards contain, 6 samples per card in (perhaps) F 12.4
 
format, values of sin 5 t on the interval zero to ten seconds, at
 
increments of 0.01 seconds. A smaller increment could be employed,
 
inI the interests of accuracy of the numerical integration. A chief
 
encumbrance of this mode of analysis is the preparation of numerous
 
sampled data cards necessary for an accurate numerical integration.
 
The options exercised on the mode card effect printing of the state
 
equations, transfer functions, poles and zeroes of the network.
 
6.4 SOME PROGRAM RESULTS 
In Figure 5 we exhibit for the pulse forming circuit lith sinu­
soidal driving function the voltage VCZ as a function of time, as 
obtained by execution of the STICAP program in the various modes, 
using the control cards of Sections 4.1, 4.2, 4.3. Figures 6 and 7 
contain the corresponding results for the step and impulse responses 
of the pulse forming network. Output from the three modes appears 
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Figure 6. VCZ vs Time
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Figure 7. VCZ vs Time 
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to be mutually consistent. Hoywever, at values of time for which the
 
output-voltage is nearly zero, the matrix mode printed results do
 
not appear to have as many significant figures of accuracy as do the
 
Gear mode results, suggesting loss of significant digits in this
 
computational mode. The problem has not been thoroughly investigated
 
to determine its significance.
 
6.5 	A STIFF CIRCUIT
 
A stiff circuit which has caused problems in the first generation
 
version of SCEPTRX6 is exhiibited in Figure 8. The node numbering 
indicated agrees with that used in preparing the control cards below.
 
The system matrix for this network has the eigenvalues (poles of the
 
system) -. 5 + 100i, - 1, -o.10 
The elements card group and some possible outputs for the net­
work are:
 
ELEiENTS 
RS 1 2 1.0 
R1 2 3 1.0 
R2 2 5 1.0E + 4 
Cl 3 4 1.E - 4 
C2 5 6 .OE - 2 
Li 4 0 1.0 
L2 6 0 10.0 
Vi 1 0 
OUTPUTS
 
VCI
 
VC2
 
ILl 
!L2
 
6C. H. Cooke and E. Young, "umerical Integration and Other Techniques
 
for Computer Aied Net,7ork Design Programming," NASA CR-111837, 
January, 1971.
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Figure 8. Typical Stiff Circuit 
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The Gear and Hatrax modes were used to obtain time response for 
this stiff circuit, with the sinusoidal independent source 
Vl = sin 5 t.
 
Plots of the output voltage across capacitor Cl, VCl versus time,
 
appear in Figure 9.
 
In Figure 9(b) the data is plotted on a more microscopic scale,
 
utilizing more data points, to illustrate the parasitic high fre­
quency effects. These effects are most readily dascernable in the
 
first 0.5 seconds of time response. Tlhen such high frequency effects
 
are of interest, many data points need be plotted, and the Geal in­
tegration routine should be restricted with a stepsize HMAX small
 
enough to give an output data density sufficient for discernment of
 
such effects. Whether or not a circuit is stiff may be detected by
 
examining the poles of the network (eigenvalues of the system matrax),
 
obtainable by use of the transfer functions option, available in all
 
modes. Large magnitude left halfplane poles indicate a stiff circuit.
 
6.6 A CIRCUIT WITH SOURCE DERIVATIVES
 
A circuit characterized by source derivatives in the state
 
equations (due to a loop containing only inductors and capacitors)
 
appears in Figure 10. The elements cards and possible output cards
 
are*
 
* ELEmENTS 
L1 1 2 1.0 
Cl 1 2 1.0 
C2 2 0 3.0 
V1 1 0 
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Figure 9(b). 
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* OUTPUTS 
vC!
 
VC2 
ILl
 
Figure 1 depicts the output voltage VCi resulting from the source
 
Vl = sin 5 t.
 
Ll = lh 
1 	 2
 
C = 
 C2 = 3f 
0 
Flgure 10. 	 A Circuit Characterized by
 
Source Derivatives in the
 
Circuit Equations
 
6.7 OUTPUT 	 LISTINGS 
This section contains a program output listing for the pulse 
forming circuit previously discussed. The listing illustrates the 
manner in which the matrices of the state equations and state output 
equations, transfer funictions, gain constants, zeroes and poles of 
the network are printed. This listinq was obtained using the CORNAP 
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mode with the sinusoidal driving function sin 5 t. The page contain­
ing the comment
 
* The name VCZ does not appear on the output list ** 
is the result of misusing the COPN4AP program. In specifying the 
program output, the voltage through CZ, the nane VCZ was placed in 
columns 33-35 of the COMMA control card (see page 40). However, 
these card columns should have contained the name CZ, the same name 
as was used in specifying this capacitor in the elements description, 
without the V appended when specifying the outputs by the outputs 
description card group.
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ANTREICF AND GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLER PuLSE FGRmIN NET GRK -64.10.10.S 
ELEPENTS 
RI 5 1 1.0 
R2 1 2 3.11b 
R3 4 0 3.121
 
P4 2 3 2.b
 
R5 3 6 G.9005
 
R6 6 7 3.127
 
R7 7 8 3.257
 
R8 10 0 0.t412
 
R9 8 s 11.21
 
Cl I C 2.211
 
C2 2 0 0.749
 
C3 3 0 'o.809E-2
 
C4 4 1 C.1713
 
E5 4 3 0.1867
 
C6 6 C 0.459
 
C7 8 0 0.196
 
C8 IC 7 0C5972
 
C9 10 9 0.1735
 
CZ 9 0 0.0
 
VI 5 0
 
ID1 3 0 -2.0 IR5
 
GLTPLIS
 
VCZ 
THIS NEThOPK HAS EEEN SCALED FCR CNPUTATION BY TFE FCLLOWING FACTORS
 
FRECUENCY 1.OOOOtUOE+00 PACIANS/SEC. IMPEDANCE 1.GGCOCCOE+O0 OHMS
 
ANTREICl- A!L GLEISSNER - SCIUESSLER PLLSE FCRMING NEThORK -64.10.10.S 
TF-E (SCALED) ENTRIES CF THE A MATRIX ARE
 
STATE STATE
 
VARIABLES VARIABLES
 
Cl C2 C3 C4
 
Cl -6.881517E-O1 2.15E67ESE-01 1.6062439E-01 -1.C318169E-01
 
C2 4.28i9547E-0l -8.SSCIS37E-01 4.6682290E-01 0.
 
C3 -1.2195434E+0U I.S6E44CE+OU 4.1360312Et00 -S.4072197E-01
 
C4 -1.i172125bEt00 9.13S8415E-0 2.0732080E+O0 - I,3317846E+00
 
C6 0.. 2.4193773E+OO' '0 '
 
C7 0. . 0. 0.
 
ca a. o. 0. O.
 
C9 U. C. 0.
 
C6 C7 C8 C9 
Cl -2.344402SE-01 G. - 0. 0. 
CZ 0. 0. + 0. 0. 
C3 -6.0367692E+GO C. 0. 0. 
C4 -3.0259631E+00 0. 0. 0. 
C6 -3.01E75E+OC 1.2131571E-01 -5.0480674E-01 2.7312178E-02 
C7 2.8410159E-01 -l.669LGd4E+0 -1.GC96212Et0C -3.7588360E-01 
C8 -3.87S8776E-LL -3.31355cZE-01 -7.6048937E-01 4.1145689E-02 
C9 7.2255271E-02 -4.2462S 1E1-C 1.4162654E-01 -4.S40C058E-01 
TIE (SCALED) ENTRIES CF THE B MATRIX ARE
 
STATE SCURCE
 
VARIABLES VARIABLES
 
Vi
 
'Cl 4.42918C8E-01
 
C2 C.
 
C3 2.1111348E-01
 
C4 -I.2CE8BC4E-C1
 
C6 0.
 
C7 0.
 
Ca 0.
 
C9 0.
 
TFE (SCALED) ENTRIES OF THE C MATRIX ARE
 
CUTPLT STATE 
VARIABLES VARIABLLS 
V CZ G. 
Cl 
G. 
C2 0. C3 0. C4 
C6 Cl Ca C9 
V CZ I.4053181E-01 1.74123f-E-GI 2.7545442E-01 -9.6C79902E-O 
TFE (SCALEC) ENTPIES CF ThE 0 MATRIX ARE
 
CUTPLT SOURCE
 
VARIABLES VARIABLES
 
VI
 
V c2 0.
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ANTREICi4 ANC GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FCRMING KETWORK -64.10.10.S 
TRANSFER FUNGIICN CRITICAL FREQUENCIES (SCALED) 
CUTPUT VARIABLE -
SOLACE VARIABLE -
V CZ 
VI 
GAIN CCNSTANT IS 7.171847CE-02 
PCLE POSITIONS 
REAL PART INAGINARY PART CHEER 
ZERO POSITIONS 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART CRDE 
-4.4859094E-02 
-3.6668814E-01 
-8.9500618E-G1 
-2.0220161EtCO 
-4.90!4538E-01 
9.1549708E-OL 
6.2457201E-01 
0. 
G. 
2.010336E-G1 
I 
1 
1 
I 
1 
-6.0S64382E-06 
-8.9500618E-d1 
-2.0220162E+00 
1.9922384E-04 
1.2<45752E+00 
0. 
0. 
1.0199093E+00 
I 
1 
1 
I 
**THE NAPE VCZ COES NCT 
viTl p1paI-rcn+t 
ZPPEAR 
At ;l-
CN TFE CLTPUT LIST** 
rf6 4-' rosrn Lz) 
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ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLEF PULSE FCRMING tETWORK -64.10.I0.S
 
TRANSFER FUNCIICN CRITICAL FREQUENCIES (SCALED)
 
CUTPUT VARIABLE - V CZ
 
SOURCE VARIABLE - VI
 
GAIN CCNSTANT IS 7.11847CE-02
 
POLE PCSITIONS ZERO POSITICNS
 
REAL PART IPAGINARY PART CRDER REAL PART IMAGINARY PART CRI
 
-4.4E59CS4E-02 9.1549708E-01 I -6.0964382E-06 I.2945752E+00
 
-3.6668814E-01 6.2457201E-01 1 -8.9500618E-01 0.
 
-8.95O61BE-U1 U. 1 -2.0220L62E+00 0. 
-2.0220161E+CC 0. 1 I.9922384E-04 1.0199093E+00 
-4.905453&E-01 2.0810336E-01 I
 
THIS NETWOPK HAS BEEN SCALED FCR CCNPUTATION BY ThE FCLLCWING FACTORS
 
FREQUENCY I..OOOdJOOE+U0 RADIANS/SEC. IMPEDANCE I.OCCOOOCE+00 OHMS
 
UNSCALEC TIVE RESPNSE
 
INTEGRATICN STEP SIZE 2.0000E-02 SEC
 
EXTERNAL INPUT 1SIGNAL SAMFLING INTERVAL 1.0000E-02 SEC
 
TIME INPUT CUTPUI (VLZ) 
0. 0. 0. 
I.OGCOE-01 4.7943E-01 5.64STE-G5 
2.00LOE-01 8.4147E-01 4.1650E-04 
3.00CCE-Ol 9.9749E-0l 1.2624E-03 
4.600E-0J 9.093CE-01 2.6154E-03 
5.COCCE-OI 5.9843E-01 4.33SBE-03
 
6.0000E-01 1.4112E-01 6.1835E-03 
7.0OCOE-O -3.5078E-Cl 7.8467E-03
 
8,COCOE-UI -7.5b8CE-01 9.0615E-03
 
9.OUOOE-0L -9.7153E-G 9.6622E-03
 
l.OOCGEtCG -9.58S2E-0l S.6300E-03
 
l.IOCCE+00 -7.0554E-C1 ;.1015E-03
 
1.2COCE+00 -2.7942E-0I 8.3379E-03
 
1.30CCEtGO 2.1512E-01 7.6633E-03
 
1.40CCE+O3 6.56SSE-0I 1.3873E-03
 
1.50CCE+00 9.38CCE-01 7.7301E-03
 
1.60CGE*00 9.BS3EE-01 8.77C3E-03
 
1.70CCE+OO 7.984SE-01 1.0425E-02
 
1.SOOCE+00 4.1212E-01 1.2472E-02
 
I.9CCCE+OO -7.5151E-02 1.46C0E-02
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- 2.COCGE+OC -5.44u2E-01 1.6434E-02 
2.LOCGE+uO -8.77LE-01 1.7898E-02 
2.20CCE+00 -9.999SE-Ci 1.8690E-02 
2.300CE+QO -8.1545E-01 1.8902E-02 
2.40CCE+CC 
-5.3651E-O 1.8716E-02 
2.50CEtO0 -6.6322E-02 1.8419E-02 
2.6CCCE+Ou 4o2Ul1E-O1 1.8326E-02 
2.7OCCE.O0 8.0378E-01 1.87C9E-02 
2.S OOEtOu 9.9061E-01 I.5723E-02 
2.o90CCE+00 9.34SCE-Oi 2.1371E-02 
3.OOCOE+Od 6.502SE-O1 2.3bOOE-G2 
3.IOCtECO0 2.U641E-O1 2.5b37E-02 
3.ZOCCE+UQ -2.87SCE-01 2.8057E-02 
3.30CCE+o0 -7.1IISE-OI 2.9859E-02 
3.40CCE+CO -9.614CE-01 3.LC39E-02 
3.5ULCEtUO -9.1563E-O1 3.1539E-02 
3.600CE+00 -7.SCSSE-Oi 3.1461E-02 
3.70CCE+00 
-3.424EE-01 3.1040E-02 
3.80CCE+00 1.4988E-O 3.0586E-02 
3.900CE+00 6.0554E-01 3.04C1E-G2 
4.OO0GL+O0 9.12S5E-01 3.0732E-02 
4.1GGCE+uO 9.96E3E-O1 3.1656E-G2 
4.2000E+00 8.3666E-01 3.3115E-C2 
4.30CCEt00 -.7164E-01 3.4899E-02 
4.40O0LE00 
-8.8513E-C3 3.67C8E-02 
4.50CGE O0 -4.87IIE-01 3.8219E-02 
4.6aCCE+OC 
-8.4622E-01 3.9168E-02 
4.OOGE OU -9.9dCEE-O1 3o94I4E-C2 
4.SCCCE+OO -9.055EE-01 3.8973E-02 
4o90CCE+00 -5.9136E-01 3.8013E-02 
5.COCCE+UO -1.3235E-01 3.6812E-02 
5.10CE O0 3.59utE-Ol 3.5694E-02 
5.20U0CE UO 7.6256E-CG 3.4944E-02 
5.3JCCE+00 9.7S3CE-01 3.4741E-02 
5.4uCCE+0O 9.5638E-01 3.5115E-G2 
5.5CLCE+00 6.9924E-01 3.5938E-G2 
5.60CCE+00 2.I91E-O1 3.6957E-02 
5.70CLE+00 
-Z.2376E-O1 3.7854E-C2 
5.SCCCE OC -6.6363E-01 3.8326E-C2 
5.9OCLE+U 
-9.4102E-01 3.8159E-02 
6.OOCCE+O0 
-S.LbC3E-01 3.7282E-C2 
6.100OE+00 
-7.9313E-01 3.5E1EE-C2 
6.2CLE+0O0 
-4.04u4E-Ol 3,3a82E-C2 
6.300CELu0 8.3S14E-02 3.1896E-02 
6.40CCE*00 5.5143E-01 3.0141E-U2 
6.5JCCE+O0 8.83EIE-01 2.8867E-02 
6.600CE+03 %.YSS1E-C1 2.8195E-02 
6.70CCE UO d.7114E-01 Z.UOS6E-C2 
6.80CE+00 5.29CEE-O1 2.8356E-G2 
6.9UCCE O0 5.74E1E-02 2.8716E-02 
7.GOCCE+O0 
-4.281EE-C1 2.8846E-02 
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7.IOCCEtOn 
-8.0902E-O 2.847SE-C2 
7.20CCE+0 
7.30CCE+0 
7.40CCE+00 
-9.917EE-o1 
-9.3172E-o0 
-b.4354E-CI 
2.7455E-C2 
2.5777E-02 
2.3597E-02 
7.500GE+O0 
7.60CCE+00 
-1.918CE-01 
2.9637E-01 
2.i187E-02 
1.8874E-02 
7.7GCCE+O0 
7.80CCE+Ou 
7..SCCE+00 
8.(UCOE+0 
8.ICCCE+00 
8.2000E+Oc 
7.I7SIE-01 
9.638CE-01 
9.73L5E-0I 
7.4511E-01 
3.3415E-Cl 
-L.5862E-01 
I.6955E-C2 
1.5632E-02 
.4958E-C2 
1.4829E-02 
1.5007E-02 
1.5182E-C2 
8.3CCCE+O0 
-6.125EE-Cl 1.5047E-02 
8.40CCE.00 
8.5000E.Ou 
b.60CCE+00 
-9.1652E-01 
-9.960SE-O1 
-8.3177E-01 
1.4375E,02 
1.3013E-02 
L.1209E-02 
8.70LCE+a0 
8.80CCE 00 
-4.63u2E-01 
1.7702E-02 
S.SS60E-03 
6.7360E-03 
8.90CCE+00 
9.00CLE+00 
9.IOCCE*O0 
9.200CCE 0 
g.30CLEt 
4.S48SE-Gl 
8.50SCE-ol 
9.SESSE-01 
9.17SE-Cj 
5.842CE-0 
4.7517E-03 
3.3060E-G3 
2.5385E-03 
2.4318E-03 
2.8164E-03 
9.40COE+00 
9.50CCE+O0 
1.2357E-Cl 
-3.6731E-01 
3.4125E-03 
3.8991E-03 
9.6CCCE+00 
-7.6825E-01 3.9925E-03 
9.1CGE+O0 
S.8UCCE 00 
9.90UCE+UO 
-9.81I1E-01 
-9.5375E-Cl 
-o.92LEE-C1 
3.5167E-03 
2.4458E-03 
9.146E-C4 
1.CCCCE+0l 
-2.6237E-Gi 
-8.3001E-04 
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The next listing depicts Gear mode output for the pulse forming
 
circuit when step response is requested. Observe that the input run
 
controls cards used are listed as part of the output; as well as the
 
elements and outputs card groups:
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ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FORMING NETHCRK - 64.10.10.S 
ELEMENTS
 
RI 5 1 1.0 
R2 1 2 3.118 
R3 4 C 3.121
 
R'* 2 3 2.F6
 
R5 3 6 C.q005
 
R6 6 7 3.127
 
R7 7 8 3.257 
R8 10 0 0.f412
 
R9 8 9 11.21 
Cl 1 0 2o21! 
C2 2 0 0.749 
C3 3 0 9.FO9E-2
 
C4 4 1 0C713 
C5 4 3 O.1867 
C6 6 0 0,459
 
C7 B 0 0."96
 
C8 10 7 3.5972 
C9 10 9 0.'735 
CZ 9 0 O.C 
Vi 5 0 
1I0 3 0 -2.0 IR5
 
OUTPUTS
 
VC7 
THIS NETWORK HAS BEEN SCALED FOR COMPUTATION BY THE FOLLOWING FACTORS
 
FREQUENCY 1.O000000E+00 RADIANSISEC. IMPECANCE 1.OOCOOOE+O0 OHMS
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ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FORMING NEThORK - 64.10.10.S 
THE (SCALED) ENTRIES OF THE A MATRIX ARE
 
STATE STATE
 
VARIABLES VARIABLES
 
CI C2 C3 C4
 
Cl -6.98'5175E-C1 2.1586789E-01 1.6062439E-01 -190318169E-01
 
Cl 4.28:954'E-C1 -8.S501637E-01 4.668225CE-CI C.
 
C3 -1.21S5434E+00 1.9684460E30 4.1360312E+00 -9.4072197E-01
 
C4 -1.1721256E4O0 9.1398415E-O1 2.C73238CE+00 -1'.3317846E+O0
 
C6 0. 0. 2.4193773E+C0 C.
 
C7 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
C9 0. 0. o. C.
 
C9 0. 0. 0.
 
C6 C7 C8 C9
 
Cl -2.344402SE-Cl 0. 0. 0. I
 
C2 0. 0. 0. 0.
 
C3 -6.03676S2E+CC 0. 0. 0.
 
C4 -3.025S631E+CC 0. 0. 0.
 
C6 -3.Olel875F+0 1.2131571E-01 -5.0480674E-01 2.7312178E-02
 
CT 2.84"0159F-o1 -1.6696064E+00 -1.COS6212E 00 -3.7588360E-01
 
C3 -3.87CS776E-01 -3.3135592E-31 -7.6048937E-01 4.1145689E-02
 
C 7,22Fr5271E-C2 -4.2462931E-01 1.4162654E-Cl -4.9400058E-Ol
 
THE (SCALED) ENTRIES OF TI-E B MATRIX ARE
 
STATE SOURCE
 
VARIABLES VARIABLES
 
Vi
 
Cl 4.42S18C8E-01
 
C2 3.
 
C3 2.111"48E-01
 
C4 -I.ZCe88C4E-CI
 
C6 3.
 
C7 0.
 
C8 0.
 
C9 0.
 
TI-E (SCALED) ENTRIES OF THE C MATRIX ARE
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OUTPUT STATE 
VARIABLES VARIABLES 
Cl C2 C3 C4 
IV Cz 0. 0. 0. O. 
C6 C7 Ca C9 
V Cz 1.4053181E-CI 1.7412359E-01 2.7545442E-C1 -9.6079902E-O 
THE (SCALED) ENTRIES OF THE 0 MATRIX ARE
 
SOURCE
nUTPUT 

VARIABLES
VARIABLES 

vi
 
V Cz 0.
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ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SCUESSLER PULSE FORMING NE1WCRK - 64.10.10.S
 
TRANSFER FUNCTICN CRITICAL FREQUENCIES (SCALED)
 
OUTPUT VARIABLF - V CZ
 
SOURCE VARIABLE - VI
 
GAIN CCNSTANT IS 7.1776470E-02
 
PCLE PCSITICNS ZERO POSITIONS
 
REAL PART IMAGINARY PART ORDER REAL PART IMAGINARY PART ORDE
 
-4,48590S4E-02 9.1549?CBE-01 1 -6.0S64382E-06 1.2945752E+00 1
 
-3.6668814E-O1 6.2457201E-01 1 -8.9500618E-C1 0. 1
 
-84:500618E-0L 0. 1 -2.0220162E OC 0. 1
 
-2.0220161E+00 0. 1 l.9922384E-04 1.0199093E+O0 I
 
-4.q054538E-31 2.C810336E-01 1
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RUN CCNTRCLS 
EPS = t.30GCCE-04 
PRINT DENSIIY = 3 
INITIAL TIME = 0. 
PRINT STARTING TIME = 0. 
HINIT = I.COOO0E-04 
HMIN = 0. 
STIFF INTECRATION 
HMAX = Z.CCCCOE+00 
STOP TIME = 2.OCCOOE+01 
STEP RESPONSE 
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ANTREICH AND GLEISSNER - SChIUESSLER PULSE FORMING NETWCPK - 64.10. 
TIME VCZ
 
0. 0.
 
l.7I'C4E-02 4.77371E-C6
 
5o29586E-C2 9.73736E-05
 
l.08541E-OI 3.S&!35E-O4
 
1.63856E-01 8.75283E-04
 
2,01737E-0t 1.3C866E-0
 
2.32724E-Ot I.CSe'E-03
 
2.04326E-01 2.63862E-03
 
3.71274E-Q 4.02qC3E-03
 
+.39755E-01 5.45eS7E-03
 
5.21930E-OI 7.39103E-03
 
6.97320E-01 9.6265SE-03
 
t.970CE-0t 1.220!IE-02
 
7.90698E-01 1.5!354E-02
 
8,91607E-01 l°B552CE-02
 
1,00403E+03 2.26722E-02
 
i.12576E+C0 2,75121E-02
 
1.25278E+00 3.3CC2eE-02
 
'.382C7E+00 3.908C3E-02
 
1.51220E+00 4.57345E-02
 
1.64242E+00 5,?975IE-02
 
1.77235E0t 6.08256E-CZ
 
..90175E+00 6.93056E-O2
 
2.03054E+00 7,9455CE-02
 
2.15877E+00 8.e2939E-02
 
2.28659E+00 9.88619E-02
 
2.41874E+00 l.IC616E-01
 
2.674S7E+00 1.3T886E-01
 
2.9895CE+0J ].714E2E-C]
 
3.38514E+09 2.23322E-01
 
1.3847zEO0 2.9cC5SE-01
 
4.49258E400 4.03297E-01
 
5.15459E+00 5.25062E-01
 
5.90588E+00 6.62236E-01
 
6.65718E+03 7.9567CE-Cl
 
7.40847E+00 E.8492CE-C2
 
8.15977E-00 q.54262E-01
 
8o.1106E+09 9.'3620E-O1
 
9.66236E+03 I.OOe16E0
 
1.04137E+01 I.0C656E*CO
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ANTREICH AND GLFISSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FORMING NETWORK - 64.10.10.S 
TIME VCZ
 
Z.'!SS0E01 9.98394E-O1
 
2.19850E01 9.S;tCOE-Ol
 
1.28393E+01 9.9O6CgE-01
 
1.38611E+01 9.S443E-01
 
1.49667E+01 1.00782E+OC
 
1.60722E+01 1.3C871E+*00
 
I.71777E+01 1.OCCeSE+00
 
1.82832E+01 9.925e3E-O1
 
1.93887E+O1 9.917S5E-01
 
2.OOOOOE+0t 9.9=055E-01
 
solitiio Complet 
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08/17/71 LqC C0 SCOPE 3.0 64COZ-131K 06/02/7C 
15.08.16.TER1317. 
15.08.17.JCRL4,CC, 7000C. 43031 R 
15.08.17.HB105 BLDG 12C2 CENT 
l5.08.17.USER.BAUSO, SALVATORE J 0000
 
15.08.17.44430 15010
 
15.08.i7.NCMAP.
 
15.08o17.FETCH(A303f',SPRZOlBINARY)
 
15.08.23.TIM BG ATTACH
 
15.09.09.TIME EC ATTACH
 
15.09.28.END FETCH
 
15.09.28.REWINC(CUTPLT)
 
15.09.30.BNF ILE.
 
15.10.34.STOP
 
15o10.35oCPU 7.134427 SEC.
 
15,IO.35.PPU !16.899840 SEC.
 
15.1035.TL. '77 SEC.
 
15.10.35.DATE 08/17/71
 
16.07.15. TER13'7. 215 LINES PRINTED. LP26
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The next listing exhibits typical matrix mode output for the 
pulse forming circuit with the san 5 t driver. Observe the form of 
the solution equation giving VCZ as a function of time. The notation
 
1.31040f-09E'x(-2.02202E + OCT) + ... etc.
 
is to be interpreted as
 
- 9 e 2 "022 0
2T
1.3104 X 10
where T is the time variable. The T appearing in sin and cosine 
arguments as also to be interpreted as the time variable, and not a 
portion of any floating point exponent which may precede it. 
_ _ 
START OF OUTPUT FOR JLo N----19,_.....
 
ANTr{EICH ANI) GLEIsSNER - SCHUESSLER PULSE FORNliNG NFTWORK -64.10.10.,
 
ELEAENTS 
Ai 5 1 1.0
 
R2 1 2 3.118
R3 4 0 3.121
 
4 2 3 2.S11 
R5 3 6 _,,itu5---_5
 
Rb b 7 3.127
 
A7 78 ,577 . -

R8 lu 0 0.6412 
,i9 8 9 11. ' L ..... 
_ 
cl 1 2.211 
__C2 2 u u.74 -
CKUL ALIi 
-- Aq -80-- (IF -2C4 4 - --LI ......... .
3 8)J . . . . . . . C5 4 U Bb7Z . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 
CU b 0 U ,. .J.. .
 
C7 S-.U . . .
 
Cd 10 7 0.5972
 
C3 1U 9 0.1735 
C Z 0lU .0 
101 so -2.0 IR 
ou fP'ITs 
VCL 
-TH Io WEMlu-r, WAS-.2E '3CALEI) FUN C. ,PIJTArI,)N -Y Ti r FOLLO I'' FACTO. 
FREQUE,.C 1U U F - ,A -/-,d._- _-I,"__ F 1.flLuJidOOF+Oi) 01"1 
ANfIEICII AID 'LEIS"ER-SCI4J L , P ILSE F)ol' ,r 'r. ,1, -6t, ., 
RUIL CUIT, u L 
INITI \L TIF = ,0
 
PdITS - I '13TI T t = 9T. . ... ..........

t11, 1E ) : P(,I1jfS P,{ I _ 40 
_T'-_ 

P, IfIT IITE NAL = - S.0%-UJ F-ul . . .......
 
)TUP Ti tF = 2.-JUduJr+u--­
_______ 
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ALL INITIAL- COJDITI-104s -ZERO---

StJURCE UEFIr4ITIuNS
 
SIiflE FuNCTIOi4JiAGNITIDF 1.OUUOUE+Ui AMID ANQULAL VELOCITY 5j0O0C
AI'TLE ICH AND GLEISoNIER - SCHJESiL-FRP'LSE FOP 11I'rl IJFT'JORK -Gti.i.u.S 
-THE FOLLO1' I NG AtE THE COE ~tslTItl 
" t.37b542-O1EXP(-.1u545E-1T)*SI'4C 241J810'E-O1T + b.lqS2SE-02) 
1.I b12uE -OU1E XRPo(-,Ch6,8 C-ulITD2S±IC 6.2Lt57?j-O1T +244t[IG-01) 
+ 4.3b8U7E-o3ExPC--4.1gj-yF':-u2T)*sI'J( ±1L5_97-31T +I.53L3XA0D 
-ANT(E I CI AND TEI8N'-SCUA Ei)LLJ'j f lBJr-100. 
0. 2.u3b76E-ib
 
5.JOOE-Ui -7.31303E-ui 
_________
 
1.IJQOOOF+tUU 2.117b6E-U3
 
1.5UuUuE+uO -2.Gl3-3__ 
_____ 
2.OuOudE+Ud 211Lu-3 

-2.5u00F+uu -. 27797_________ 
3 .U 00UwUE +uu -J.Jq442F-dq 
.uiJOOUE+Otj -2.()5757E-03_____
 
4.SUUOOF+iju 2.U3823E-.2___ 
______
 
5.Uu~UUIF+ut -I1-.112)4F-U4 -------
____________
 
5.SOOUJE+uo 
-1,pJ3u2E-03 
---
______ 
.uUUUF+uu 2.3124
-jE-u3orpmQ

t.SUUUOF+uU -2Af4Iu~r-03 & ~i~u~~g___ m
 
7.OU(IUOE+uU 1.)2U20E-uj3

*7.5Ou~uE+tlu -l.35u53E-04 
__ 
6.UOJUUE+Oki -1, '2312E-US 
___
 
8,.5O6U U()E.+UO 2.3-J40 4E. ----- _______
 
9.OOOOOE+du -2 0.u141OE-L03 
J.SUIJUUE+Ud 1.,7937UE-U3 
_______
 
i.UUtiUp+JT- 2.ij26E'-jh
 
i.OSOUUE+U1 -1.,37723F-u3 

1.1tUU(E+U 2.boo4 F- J3 
­
1.iSUUuE+d1 -2.57504E-u3 
1. 2 1)kU0 E+U 1 1.uk3 -t-,1E 
__ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ 
i,2500uE+ul a-3.35b1k r-j53 ----
_ _ _ 
1.jo0UOu:Ul -1.fg527Eu5 -_____ 
1.35%d0F+0 Kl52__7 Se-E: .-­
1.400ULIE+')1 LtZ,524j3Erj5 
i.i5ViUtF+dl 1.5i17dF-u3 
_ 
1.SiJudoE;UT J.2Yu4JE-u5 
_________________ 
1.SS(UUE+0ll -1.bbuouE-o3
 
1.bUU)UUE+01 2 .5773',E-13_
 
1.b5000OE+IJ1 -? .'Iau llEI- -u3­
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1.7U0uuE+ul 1.36,j23E-0371. 75- -UFT- --- -2 E -2 S - ... . . . .. .. .- .. 
- 1.SUUU(E+U1 - 9-DT ...........' .-8 -- --
1.85,UOE+O1 2.bl585E-03
 
1.UUUOE--U1
f-- -2. 39075E-03­
1.95uOUE+u17 1.21 -32E-u3
 
1U/26/71 LRC Cli SCOPF 3.u f400Z-131( 0 /Ul/71 
15.1U.44, TFft3 J1-9­
i 5., 4,jj s1,,._,7 1 _.__t3O 3.1 .. _R__
 
15.1.L44.id1u5 BLOG12J2
 
15.10.44.JSER.,3AVUSO, SALVATGC J flOUU
 
15.1u.44.44430 15uIU.
 
15.1lU.44.FETC i(A3O31, SPRAU5SOUR)_CE) 
15.1U.48.TI,,E r3(- ATTACH
 
15.11.29oTI1E ATTACH
-D 
15.15. u-5. ENo F-ETCH__
 
15.15.0o.dKSP,OUTPUT, 2.
 
15.15,J7.14OAP. F.)....15 .15 .07 . RUIN (..s CEI: _LE,' jj,) .
 
15.18.3b .SET I . -
- -F 

15.18 . LG . . ...... ....... .. ..... .. .....

.5, IY , 14 .ST,;P .. .. . .. . .... . .. . .. . 
15.14-.15, d(Ofl1U5 u/S CALLs 
15.1. 15.CPU_ ....4,6 9 249 SFC ._..
 
15.19.15.PPU 142.54489b SECL
 
15.1Y.15.TL. 237 SEC.
 
APPENDIX I
 
CIRCUIT SCALING
 
Some basic concepts of the STICAP circit scaling option will
 
here be discussed. For further clarification one may consult Appendix
 
C of the reference:
 
William D. Stanley, Transform Circuit Analysis for Engineering
 
and Technology, Prentice-Hall, 1968.
 
The linearity of the circuits processable by STICAP allows the
 
state-input and state-output equations to be algebraicly rearranged
 
in the partitioned form:*
 
- e+- -- " (i 
dt C I x D ­
2 L 
Fi] F t'~ v
A3 B3A jB 4 

S+ (2)
 
L, [3 D3 C4 D4 j 
Here the A, B, C, D subscripted quantities are constant matrices; and 
X is a time varying vector of state variables, 
U( is a time varying vector of the independent voltage sources 
or current sources, 
Y( ) is a time varying vector of user requested outputs. 
Moreover, the "v' and "i" subscripts indicate respectively voltages
 
and currents of the network. 
I 
*For simplicity we consider only the case in which no source deriva­
tives are present. This renegade circumstance may similarly be
 
treated.
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Frequency Scaling
 
User input of a frequency scaling factor
 
FREQUDNCY = 0, W 7 1 
effects on the time scale the change of variable 
t = Xt', X = 
where t' is the scaled time variable. 
The effect on the state-input equations is that state variables
 
and independent sources are now measured in terms of the variable t',
 
and the A, B, C, D matrices in the scaled quantities are nov the old
 
A, B, C, D matrices multiplied by X. The form of the state-output
 
equations does not change; hoWever, the outputs are now expressed -n
 
terms of the scaled time variable t'.
 
As far as the user as concerned, the implications of using a
 
frequency scaling factor are the following­
(a) 	 Sampled data inputs and Fortran defined or otherwise 
user supplied input data must be expressed in terms of 
the scaled time variable t'. 
(ii) 	 Calculated tine response outputs for which the unscale 
option is not (or cannot be) exercised are expressed in 
terms of the scaled time parameter t'. 
(III) 	 User controls on the numerical integration routines must
 
be specified in terms of t'; I.e. stop time, print in­
crement, start time, etc.
 
(Iv) 	 Solution eguations computed in the matrix mode willl be
 
expressed in terms of the time variable t'.
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Impedance Scaling
 
Assume an input impedance scaling factor
 
1IPEDANCE = kz, kz 4 1
 
,is user supplied by means of the scaling option. In this instance 
the solution of equations (1) and (2) , but with the B and C subscripto 
matrices of the state-input and state-output equations replaced as 
indicated below, is obtained'.
 
B( )-----iFB( 
(3) 
C( ) - kz C( 
The implications of impedance scaling as seen from the new form of
 
the state and output equations is that scaled outputs and unscaled
 
outputs are not simply related (linearly) except in the following
 
cases:
 
(a) Only voltage sources
 
(W 	 Scaled tlr'e domain voltage outputs from STICAP are
 
true outputs.
 
(ii) 	 Scaled current outputs must be divided by 1cz to 
obtain the true output. 
(iii) 	 Initial conditions input to the program must, of 
course, be scaled, inversely to that scaling of (i), 
(ii). 
(b) Only current sources
 
(W) 	 Scaled time domain current outputs are true outputs. 
(ii) 	 Voltage outputs must be niultiplied by ]tz to obtain 
true outputs. 
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(iii) 	Initial conditions input to the program must be
 
scaled, inversely to that of (i) and (ii).
 
The case (a) corresponds mathematically to making on equations 
(1) and (2) the changes of variable 
(x) scaled = kz I 
scaled = kz Y. 
o
with no changes of variable on X, Yv In case (b) the corresponding
 
changes of variable are
 
1­scaled = jjv 
=(Yv) scaled k,. 
For the mixed case Stanley suggests the combining of voltage and 
current sources to obtain sources all of one kind. If this is not
 
considered feasible the alternate below is advocated.
 
For the waxed case the scaled equations produced by STICAP can
 
alternately be obtained from the unscaled equations by either of the 
following changes of variable: 
1I. (3) scaled = j- X II. ('R) scaled = kzX1 
(- v ) scaled = 	 1- Yv (Y,) scaled = kzY1 
1 
(ff) scaled = 	l- Uv (U) scaled = kzU1 
Thus the user may use the scaling option for the mixed case, provided 
he scales (one but not both of) his current or voltage sources input 
to the program, as well as the corresponding initial conditions. The 
outputs are then to be interpreted by referral to (one but not both 
of) the proper output scaling equations (see case I and II). 
